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It has been a pleasure having all 10,000 of you on board with us. We trust 
you have had a safe and comfortable journey. “Captain” Papa Nut would 

like to say a few words before we land & disembark this spacecraft.

“Hello Nuts! Thank you for trusting Deez to get you to the moon.
I want to prepare you for what we are about to experience… “

HOLD ON AND PLEASE FASTEN YOUR 
SEATBELTS AS WE PREPARE TO DESCEND…

Story
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We are descending into the year 2022. May I say 
from what I see here in the cockpit, this looks 
extremely different from what we were expecting 
from our departure in 1992!”

“DUE TO OUR CRYPTOTUBE 
MALFUNCTION MID-FLIGHT

Story
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You will see that other NFTs have already arrived & 
made themselves at home. This is all well and good. 
However, if you look closely, there does not seem to 
be anything fun going on!...”

“IF YOU LOOK OUT YOUR
WINDOW AS WE DESCEND , 

“Our initial goal of populating the moon may now be 
limp. Thankfully though, due to our agility as a 
community and our world class technology, First Officer 
Cookie & I have made the last minute decision to do 
what any self respecting sack of nuts would do. With 
only a few soft strokes on the instrumental panel and a 
quick jig of the joystick, we will transform this 
spacecraft. Upon our arrival, we shall erect a Deez Strip 
with Deez Casinos and Arcades, replicating our very 
own version of Las Vegas.”

“Once activated, Deez Strip will be the home for our 
community. This is where you can stake your Nuts and 
earn $NUTS coins every single day!”  

“$NUTS coins are a special coin designed for the 
moon to serve as our token to buy upgrades and 
expand our DeezStrip. Some upgrades will boost your 
NFTs stats while others will literally change the NFT 
on the blockchain.”

Story
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“But Be Careful!  Similar to all top end Casinos, Deez 
Casinos will be full of high rollers and sharks. So, if you 
aren’t on your game, somebody can come along and 
win your coins!”  

“BREEDING, STAKING, EARNING, AND PLAYING WILL ALL 
BE IN A DAY’S WORK FOR YOUR NUTS.”

Story

“Now my 10,000-strong friends. With this said, it is 
time to join the crew and get to work in the Deez 
Casinos!” 

“Thanks again for flying with Deez Nuts! You may now 
safely disembark!” 

“And Adventurers…. Welcome to the Moon!”
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Buy a Deez Nuts NFT and stake it to earn $NUTS 
coins. Use $NUTS coins to buy NFT upgrades 
which you can apply to your Deez Nut NFT 
boosting your NFT’s stats and rarity. Or choose to 
sell these upgrades on OpenSea under a 
secondary collection called Deez Upgrades for 
real money.

TL : DR

TL:DR

The marketplace airdrops are random and won’t last 
long!  You will need to be ready as they will go fast.  
Each item can only be purchased a limited number of 
times before it’s gone forever!  Expect to see such 
upgrades as custom Deez songs, animated 
backgrounds, staking boosts, name tags that allow 
you to name your Deez Nuts NFTs, and so much 
more!
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Deez Nuts is a collection of 10,000 unique Profile 
Pictures that minted out at .069 ETH each. They 
can earn $NUTS coins through staking. Breeding 
will also be unlocked with a future drop.

DEEZNUTS

Deeznuts

OpenSea Why HOLD
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CONTRACT LINKS

Deez Contract

Deez Nuts Deez Christmas Nuts

Deez Token (TBA) Deez Upgrades(TBA)
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Deez Christmas Nuts is a collection of 3,900 
unique profile pictures. Deez Christmas Nuts 
were a free mint for anyone who held a Nut 
Sack, which is two original Deez Nuts. 

Currently Deez Christmas Nuts are still in 
transit to the moon and are set to arrive in 
Phase 3. Once their ship lands, their Utility will 
be announced. 

DEEZ CHRISTMAS NUTS

Deez Christmas Nuts

OpenSea
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Benefits are great for those that 
hold.  If you know, you know. 

DEEZ VIP

Deez VIP
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Maximum $Nuts coin supply is 6,900,000,000 
$NUTS. 
Community Wallet Receives 690,000,000 $NUTS. 
Development Wallet Receives 69,000,000 
$NUTS. 

$Nuts coins spent on items, goes into the 
Casino’s Bank Vault. The Bank Vault protects 
$NUTS coins from Casino Fires which can burn 
$NUTS coins supply. 

Bank Vaults can, however, be robbed, which can 
distribute $NUTS coins back into supply

$NUTS COIN

Nuts Coin
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Deez Nuts NFTs can be staked and earn a base of 420 $Nuts coins per day. 

While staked, you will receive a Staking Poker Chip. These poker chips cannot be traded or sold and will help 
you maintain your roles in the community and Discord while your Nut is staked in the Casino. 

Staking rewards can vary depending on the Nuts role at the Casino. Roles are dependent upon the Nut NFT’s 
overall rarity within the collection. The higher the role, the higher their base staked earnings will be. 

WORKING IN THE CASINO
(STAKING)

Staking
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ROLES

Roles
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When your Deez Nuts NFTs work in the casino, 
you can claim $NUTS coins that they have earned 
whenever you like! You can unstake your nuts at 
anytime as well. Be aware that unstaked nuts do 
not earn $NUTS coins.

When claiming $NUTS coins, you will be able to 
take a gamble with them to earn more!  However, 
this can also cause you to lose a portion of 
them.

There are three levels of risk vs reward to choose 
from. How much will you gamble?

UNSTAKING OR CLAIMING GAMBLING ELEMENT

Claiming

Claim 1 (Guaranteed): 100% chance you receive a 
25% bonus earning on your $NUTS coins earned. 

Claim 2 (Medium Risk): 40% chance you earn 0 
Bonus to $NUTS coins earned. 60% chance you 
receive a 75% bonus to your $NUTS coins earned. 

Claim 3 (High Risk): 25% chance you lose 25% of 
your earned $NUTS coins. 75% chance you gain 
100% bonus to your $NUTS coins doubling what 
you’ve earned!

Claiming allows you to claim all your earned $Nuts and keeps your Deez Nuts 
NFT staked to earn more coins.  

Unstaking claims all your earned $Nuts and removes your Deez Nuts NFT 
from being staked so that they can no longer earn rewards.
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DEEZ LOOT

Deez Loot

You’ll be able to spend your earned $NUTS coins to 
purchase a variety of items from our web shop. 

These items are called Deez Loot - which are a 
separate NFT collection on OpenSea. 

The Deez Loot NFT’s you buy with $Nuts can be 
applied to upgrade your existing Deez Nuts NFT. 

Alternatively, you may sell your Deez Loot on OpenSea 
for ETH. 

Collection Coming Soon
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DEEZ LOOT CATEGORIES

Deez Loot Categories

Unlimited:
Unlimited Categories contain items which have an 
unlimited mint amount and are not time sensitive. 

These items typically can’t be traded on OpenSea and 
burn after being used once. 

Such examples of Unlimited items might include a 
name tag (to give your Deez Nut NFT an on-chain 
name) or a Dimensional Shifter (to swap between a 2D 
or 3D Nut PFP). 

Limited:
Limited Categories will contain special items which are 
randomly dropped, are limited in supply, and only last a 
short time before being removed from the shop forever.

These drops will happen roughly every 7 to 20 days 
and will be at random times. These drops will be slow 
released to give all time zones and holders a fair shot 
at buying them. 

Such items which could be limited may be animated 
backgrounds, animated eyes, custom music, or 
bonuses to help your Deez Nuts NFTs earn more 
$NUTZ coins. 
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DEEZ LOOT CATEGORIES (CONT)

Deez Loot Categories

Metaverse:
Metaverse items will be items that will belong to a 
different collection outside of Deez Loot. 

These items will directly benefit players in our 
upcoming Metaverse. 

Our upcoming Metaverse won’t be under the Deez 
brand. However, Deez holders will still directly 
benefit. 

Some Deez Meta items will only be able to be 
purchased with $NUTS coins and can be sold on 
OpenSea to other players in the Metaverse. Such 
items might include jet packs, ray guns, custom 
shoes, and much more!

New Collection:
Sometimes, we’ll drop a new NFT collection. 

Our first drop will be an all female NFT which will 
accompany Deez Nuts NFTs. 

This NFT collection will bring new utility (including 
breeding) to the ecosystem. These NFT drops may 
have a portion of their collection available to purchase 
with $NUTS coins only.
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DEEZ ???

Deez ???

A more exclusive collection coming to the Deez brand 
in Q1 2022.  Unique perks, unique utility, unique 
collection but the same old fun as Deez Nuts! 

Collection Coming Soon



THANKS!... FROM THE DEEZ TEAM.

42069See ya Later


